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Pipeline RNAseq

Tool Function(s)

FastQC QC

Bowtie/TopHat Splice-aware alignment

Samtools Manipulate alignment (SAM/BAM) files

IGV/UCSC Data viewing

htseq-count Calculate gene expression



Fastq - sequence format
@HWI-ST586:57:C04AYACXX:1:1101:4625:16394/1
TTGAAAAACTCCTGTAGTGAAGAAAGAAAATAACTAATATACAGTGACAATATAAATATTATAAGTATTTATTGTATTATCGCCCTGAAATTTGATAATA
+
CCCFFFFFHHHGHJIIJHIJEIJIJIJJJJGIIJJJJIFGIJJJGIIJIGIGIJJIIIIJJJIJJGIJJJJIJJJHIJIJHGJHHHFFFFFDEEEEEEDC
@HWI-ST586:57:C04AYACXX:1:1104:15832:86791/1
CAGCTTTGCAGCTAAGTTTGCATTCCCAGCCCTTCTCAATAGCCATTTTGAAATATATCAAGGAAATATATTTAGGGGTAAAATATATTAGTTTCCTTCA
+
CCCFFFFFGHHHHJIIHIIJIGHJJJIIJJJIIJJJIIIJJIJIJHIJJIJJJJJJGGIIIIJJEIJJJIIIHGIGIIBBHHGDDFFFFDECCEDEEEDD
@HWI-ST586:57:C04AYACXX:1:1202:17226:150911/1
GAGTAAGATCTTCTCTTGTTCCTTTGGACCATGGACCAGTGTTCCTCACTGGGAACGTGGGCTCCTGACACTTCAAAACTGCCAATTTGCTGGGGCAAAG
+
BBCDFFFFHHHHHJJJJJHJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJIIIIIJJJJJJJJJJJJJJIJJJJJJJJJJJHHHHHFDBDFFEEEECDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
@HWI-ST586:57:C04AYACXX:1:1306:1790:105947/1
CTGGGTTTAGAAAAAGGGTTTTGGAGCCAAGGTTGCATCATGCAGATGAAGCCTCCAGGTAGCAGGCTTCAGAGAGAATAGATTGTAATTGTTTCTTAGT
+
CCCFFEFFHHHHHJJJJJGHIJJJGIJJJJJJIIJJGIJJJJJJJIJJIIJJJJJJJJJHIIJJHHHHFFFFDECA=CCDDDEEDDEEFEDDDDDDDDDD
@HWI-ST586:57:C04AYACXX:1:1106:2186:124922/1
CAGTTTCCATGTAGTTGAGCAGTTTTGAGTGAGTTTCTTAATCCTGAGTTCTAGTTTGATTGCACTGTGGTCTGAGAGACAGTTTGTTATAATTTCTGTT
+
?@@D;DD>F?FHDHIIBFCGEHIHIIC=EHIII9EF>FHIIHI@ECAH:BBFDE0?DFBFHIIIIIIIGEFGIIICFGHGHHHCHFHF@BD>BEC@CCEE



Fastq format – fasta with qualities

p = the probability that the corresponding 
base call is wrong

Qualities

p = 0.1        Q = 10

p = 0.01      Q = 20

P = 0.001    Q = 30

Encoding: Sanger/Phred format can encode 
a quality score from 0 to 93

using ASCII 33 to 126: Q + 33 - ASCII code

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTQ_format

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTQ_format
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTQ_format


Illumina sequence identifiers



Run/read QC
First thing when receive a FASTQ file to check:

data amount

data quality

get first idea of whether sequenced what were aiming to sequencing

Influences downstream e.g. checking that there are no non-genomic sequences in 
reads that would prevent mapping to reference

Extremely important for feedback upstream to wet-lab



Potential QC issues
Numbers of reads (no adaptors?, too little/much DNA  loaded?, imaging problem?)

Qualities (reagent problems?, imaging?)

by cycle: fall with increasing cycle (Illumina)

by read: usually bad bases distributed across reads

Base distribution

strong skewness at particular cycles (indicative of adaptors present)

skewness across all cycles (may be indicative of not sequencing targeted region)

Levels of duplication



FastQC

http://www.bioinformatics.bbsrc.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/

Don’t take all warnings at face value

Has both a GUI and command line interface.

Used by NSC to generate our standard QC report

Example...

http://www.bioinformatics.bbsrc.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
http://www.bioinformatics.bbsrc.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/


Aligning RNAseq reads to genome

Bowtie - fast short read aligner

TopHat

Split reads

Align

Predict splicing

Realign
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C.Trapnell et al.

While the QPALMA pipeline has organizational similarities to
TopHat, there are major differences. First, QPALMA uses a training
step that requires a set of known junctions from the reference
genome. Second, the QPALMA pipeline’s initial mapping phase
uses Vmatch (Abouelhoda et al., 2004), a general-purpose suffix
array-based alignment program. Vmatch is a flexible, fast aligner,
but because it is not designed to map short reads on machines
with small main memories, it is substantially slower than other
specialized short-read mappers. De Bono et al. report that Vmatch
maps reads at around 644 400 reads per CPU hour against the
120 Mbp Arabidopsis thaliana genome. QPALMA’s runtime appears
to be dominated by its splice site scoring algorithm; its authors
estimate that mapping 71 million RNA-Seq reads to A.thaliana
would take 400 CPU hours, which is !180 000 reads per CPU hour.

In this article, we describe TopHat, a software package that
identifies splice sites ab initio by large-scale mapping of RNA-Seq
reads. TopHat maps reads to splice sites in a mammalian genome at
a rate of !2.2 million reads per CPU hour. Rather than filtering out
possible splice sites with a scoring scheme, TopHat aligns all sites,
relying on an efficient 2-bit-per-base encoding and a data layout
that effectively uses the cache on modern processors. This strategy
works well in practice because TopHat first maps non-junction
reads (those contained within exons) using Bowtie (http://bowtie-
bio.sourceforge.net), an ultra-fast short-read mapping program
(Langmead et al., 2009). Bowtie indexes the reference genome
using a technique borrowed from data-compression, the Burrows–
Wheeler transform (Burrows and Wheeler, 1994; Ferragina and
Manzini, 2001). This memory-efficient data structure allows Bowtie
to scan reads against a mammalian genome using around 2 GB of
memory (within what is commonly available on a standard desktop
computer). Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of TopHat.

2 METHODS
TopHat finds junctions by mapping reads to the reference in two phases. In the
first phase, the pipeline maps all reads to the reference genome using Bowtie.
All reads that do not map to the genome are set aside as ‘initially unmapped
reads’, or IUM reads. Bowtie reports, for each read, one or more alignment
containing no more than a few mismatches (two, by default) in the 5"-most s
bases of the read. The remaining portion of the read on the 3" end may have
additional mismatches, provided that the Phred-quality-weighted Hamming
distance is less than a specified threshold (70 by default). This policy is
based on the empirical observation that the 5" end of a read contains fewer
sequencing errors than the 3" end. (Hillier et al., 2008). TopHat allows Bowtie
to report more than one alignment for a read (default = 10), and suppresses
all alignments for reads that have more than this number. This policy allows
so called ‘multireads’ from genes with multiple copies to be reported, but
excludes alignments to low-complexity sequence, to which failed reads often
align. Low complexity reads are not included in the set of IUM reads; they
are simply discarded.

TopHat then assembles the mapped reads using the assembly module
in Maq (Li et al., 2008). TopHat extracts the sequences for the resulting
islands of contiguous sequence from the sparse consensus, inferring them
to be putative exons. To generate the island sequences, Tophat invokes the
Maq assemble subcommand (with the -s flag) which produces a compact
consensus file containing called bases and the corresponding reference bases.
Because the consensus may include incorrect base calls due to sequencing
errors in low-coverage regions, such islands may be a ‘pseudoconsensus’:
for any low-coverage or low-quality positions, TopHat uses the reference
genome to call the base. Because most reads covering the ends of exons will
also span splice junctions, the ends of exons in the pseudoconsensus will

Fig. 1. The TopHat pipeline. RNA-Seq reads are mapped against the whole
reference genome, and those reads that do not map are set aside. An initial
consensus of mapped regions is computed by Maq. Sequences flanking
potential donor/acceptor splice sites within neighboring regions are joined
to form potential splice junctions. The IUM reads are indexed and aligned
to these splice junction sequences.

initially be covered by few reads, and as a result, an exon’s pseudoconsensus
will likely be missing a small amount of sequence on each end. In order to
capture this sequence along with donor and acceptor sites from flanking
introns, TopHat includes a small amount of flanking sequence from the
reference on both sides of each island (default = 45 bp).

Because genes transcribed at low levels will be sequenced at low coverage,
the exons in these genes may have gaps. TopHat has a parameter that controls
when two distinct but nearby exons should be merged into a single exon.
This parameter defines the length of the longest allowable coverage gap in
a single island. Because introns shorter than 70 bp are rare in mammalian
genomes such as mouse (Pozzoli et al., 2007), any value less than 70 bp for
this parameter is reasonable. To be conservative, the TopHat default is 6 bp.

To map reads to splice junctions, TopHat first enumerates all canonical
donor and acceptor sites within the island sequences (as well as their
reverse complements). Next, it considers all pairings of these sites that could
form canonical (GT–AG) introns between neighboring (but not necessarily
adjacent) islands. Each possible intron is checked against the IUM reads for
reads that span the splice junction, as described below. By default, TopHat
only examines potential introns longer than 70 bp and shorter than 20 000 bp,
but these default minimum and maximum intron lengths can be adjusted
by the user. These values describe the vast majority of known eukaryotic
introns. For example, more than 93% of mouse introns in the UCSC known
gene set fall within this range. However, users willing to make a small
sacrifice in sensitivity will see substantially lower running time by reducing
the maximum intron length. To improve running times and avoid reporting
false positives, the program excludes donor–acceptor pairs that fall entirely
within a single island, unless the island is very deeply sequenced. An example
of a ‘single island’ junction is illustrated in Figure 2. The gene shown has
two alternate transcripts, one of which has an intron that coincides with the
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Commands I
# Make directories for course

mkdir ref
mkdir reads
mkdir results

# Files
reads/sample_1_hsa21_R1.fastq, reads/sample_1_hsa21_R2.fastq
ref/chr21.fa
ref/Homo_sapiens_chr21.GRCh37.64.gtf

# Prepare bowtie index

bowtie-build chr21.fa chr21

# Run tophat to do alignment

tophat -r 50 -G ref/Homo_sapiens_chr21.GRCh37.64.gtf --no-novel-juncs \
--library-type=fr-unstranded -p 1 -o results \
ref/chr21 reads/sample_1_hsa21_R1.fastq reads/sample_1_hsa21_R2.fastq



Commands II
# View coverage

genomeCoverageBed -split -bg -ibam accepted_hits_np.bam > accepted_hits_coverage.bed

# Sort hits, and make sam file

samtools sort -n accepted_hits.bam accepted_hits_n
samtools view -h accepted_hits_n.bam > accepted_hits_n.sam

# View results: UCSC, IGV

http://genome.ucsc.edu/
http://www.broadinstitute.org/igv/

# Count expression levels

htseq-count -m intersection-strict --stranded=no -t exon -i gene_id \
results/accepted_hits_n.sam ref/Homo_sapiens_chr21.GRCh37.64.gtf \
> results/sample_1_hsa21.count

http://genome.ucsc.edu
http://genome.ucsc.edu
http://www.broadinstitute.org/igv/
http://www.broadinstitute.org/igv/


Viewing data

UCSC
IGV



Viewing RNAseq data

Sequence depth

Splice junctions

Scale
chr21:

JUNC00000682
JUNC00000683
JUNC00000684
JUNC00000685
JUNC00000686
JUNC00000687
JUNC00000688
JUNC00000689
JUNC00000690

RefSeq Genes
Human mRNAs

Spliced ESTs

DNase Clusters
Txn Factor ChIP

Rhesus
Mouse

Dog
Elephant

Opossum
Chicken

X_tropicalis
Zebrafish

Common SNPs(132)
RepeatMasker

10 kb
40175000 40180000 40185000 40190000 40195000 40200000

TopHat junctions

User Supplied Track

UCSC Genes Based on RefSeq, UniProt, GenBank, CCDS and Comparative Genomics

RefSeq Genes
Human mRNAs from GenBank

Human ESTs That Have Been Spliced
H3K27Ac Mark (Often Found Near Active Regulatory Elements) on 7 cell lines from ENCODE

Digital DNaseI Hypersensitivity Clusters from ENCODE
Transcription Factor ChIP-seq from ENCODE

Placental Mammal Basewise Conservation by PhyloP

Multiz Alignments of 46 Vertebrates

Simple Nucleotide Polymorphisms (dbSNP 132) Found in >= 1% of Samples
Repeating Elements by RepeatMasker

ETS2
ETS2

User Track

36 _

1 _

Layered H3K27Ac
100 _

0 _

Mammal Cons

4 _

-4 _

0 -



Expression levels

Count expression levles from alignment

HTSeq package

Differential expression

R

DEseq (and others)

Cufflinks



Questions?

xkcd.com


